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A Christmas Letter from the Chairman
Never in British history have such punitive measures been imposed on our pubs as
in the last 18 months. It is commented that not even Hitler succeeded in closing the
British pub!
There are some that argue the measures were unjust, unfounded and displayed a
misunderstanding of the UK pub culture in imposing sweeping assumptive rules
that suggested that the people devising them knew nothing, or had little
experience, of using pubs.
You remember the political advisor who was tasked with devising a way of
communicating with ordinary people, so he went to a fish and chip shop to
experience something that he thought every ordinary person did and asked for
some of the guacamole to go with his fish and chips, having mistaken the mushy
peas that he saw other regular customers receiving with their orders. Well, the
argument is that this mirrors the detachment that regulators displayed in their
sweeping assumptions involving pubs.
Now, that we are back, there is a marked difference in attitude and users. My
observance is that there are more mature groups of people using their locals for a
bit of good old fashioned social intercourse. If the British pub is nothing else it is
place where ideas, thoughts, can be exchanged. This is the glory of our pubs,
historically, as meeting places for all, regardless of class or background, and from
where emerging ideas progressed towards manifestation. It is this facility, uniquely
provided by pubs, that gave rise to the industrial revolution, Thomas Paine’s Rights
of Man, Tolkien’s epic writings, the poetry of Burns, the development of the Royal
Society and much, much more.
Indeed, now is the time to show appreciation for our pubs and their tradition, to
thank them for upholding their facilities, and encourage them to continue to
provide the core ingredients that make British pubs so unique and great.
It is interesting to see how, when restrictions were on and pubs obliged to impose
them, that there was a spike in people’s behaviour – not the pub’s fault, but the
British public just simply did not like being told what to do in a place that they
were used to having freedom.
Now, I am told, people, especially those of more mature age, show greater
appreciative of what pubs provide. In that case, why don’t we CAMRA members
make a special point of saying to the landlords and staff of the places that we visit
and enjoy, thank you for staying with us, thankyou for your efforts, thank you for
continuing the tradition of being at the heart of British life!
Merry Christmas!
John Nicholson
IW Branch Chairman
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Campaign News,
There was some fantastic news in the budget for pub goers.
The way alcohol is taxed will be changed with a lower rate of duty charged on
draught beer and cider served in pubs, helping pubs survive competition from
supermarkets and mail-order retailers.
CAMRA Chairman Nik Antona writes:
For years we have campaigned for this change, and in the run up to this Budget
thousands of CAMRA members emailed their MPs about our campaign for a
fairer alcohol duty system and business rates.

IBU
The IW Branch is uniquely campaigning to have the IBU displayed on pump clips and
labels as an important source of information for the drinker who may wish to choose
or avoid a beer because of its IBU rating, the same as they may wish to choose or
avoid a beer because of its style or ABV. This is most important for people that have
an adverse reaction to high hop content beers.

Our Isle of Wight breweries are largely in support of this and some have pledges to
include the IBU on future pump clips and labels. It will be interesting to see who does
this first.

What is IBU?
IBU stands for International Bitterness Units. It’s a way of describing how bitter a
beer is.
IBUs are usually measured on a scale of 0-100. It is unlikely you’ll see one below 5 or
over 100, since the human palate can’t really detect a difference past that. To give
an example of a low bitterness style (5-15 IBU) think of a Scottish Heavy, Belgian
Lambic or a German Weissebier. An example of higher IBUs (in the 50-80 range)
would be an American IPA, a dark Imperial Stout or a Barley Wine.
The most bitter beer in the world is reputedly Dogfish Head IPA from Delaware. This
clocks in at a staggering 658 IBU.
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The LARK’S pub company has added
another pub to its portfolio.
Mark and Laura Holmes have added the
Birdham @ Bembridge (formerly the
Spinnaker) to their list of pubs which
include the Chequers Inn and the
White Lion at Niton.

Chairman and BeerPoint coordinator
John Nicholson
jnl@johnnicholson.co.uk

Mermaid Gin has made an appearance
in the new James Bond movie, No Time
to Die (more new from the Island
Distillery on page 18)

Treasurer and Wightwash Advertising
Ken (Buzzy) Matthews
camraiw@aol.com

Who’s Who
Secretary: Alec Lawson
lxndrlawson@gmail.com

GBG coordinator: Mike Hoar
mike.camraiw@gmail.com
Wightwash Editor and Membership
Tim Marshall
editor@wightwash.org.uk
Press Officer: Brian Jacobs
jcloth14@gmail.com

The popular Niton pub, Joe’s Bar has
been renamed to reflect a change of
licensee from Joe to Sam. It is now No.7.(see page 20)
Please note the Fisherman’s Cottage,
Shanklin is closed for the winter and
will open in the spring.

DEADLINE FOR THE SPRING WIGHTWASH
WILL BE 10th FEBRUARY 2022

Isle of Wight CAMRA have formed a
partnership with James Wilson editor of
WIGHT PUBS AND INNS. Please check
out their Facebook page for an up to
date look at events round the Isle of
Wight pub scene.

King Harry’s Bar
Old Village, Shanklin

Ever changing variety of well kept real ales

Telephone: 01983 863119
Function room available for all occasions

Open everyday 16.00 - 22.00
20p off a pint off real ale for card carrying CAMRA members
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CAMRA MEMBERS WE NEED YOU TO VOTE

It’s time for members to vote for their favourite pub and beer!
All members should have received a voting form with this issue.
If you haven’t, please contact Mike Hoar by email mike.camraiw@gmail.com or phone 526165.
All we want to know is which Isle of Wight pub and beer you enjoyed most during 2021.
You can either post the form back to Mike or vote on-line using the unique code number on the form.
(The codes are randomly generated and are anonymous)

www.wightwash.org.uk/voting
Please take the time to vote. It’s your chance to give a landlord and a brewer a pat on the back.
Results will be announced on Isle of Wight Radio on Sunday 10th February and will be published in the
Spring Issue of Wightwash.
Only members can vote. If you’re not a member - see page two!
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The Oatmeal Stout is a
classic roast malt
beer with a
creaminess
It’s back to black again for Island
Brewery, as demand for their most award from the
oatmeal and
winning beer, RDA, rises with the
a very
ongoing opening up of hospitality and
the plethora of celebratory beer festivals drinkable
strength of
all clamouring for the Island’s favourite
4.6% ABV.
beer (and the world’s favourite stout),
The Amber
RDA.
Ale is a bit
Did you catch that summery weekend at more pokey,
with a necessary
the Quay Arts, 9th & 10th October? If
strength of 5.3% ABV
you didn’t, you missed a real treat with
to be able to carry the amount of malt
some Island Brewery specials, featuring
and hops that the brew contains. If you
two old Mew’s recipe recreations. Chris
missed them, you missed a treat, but
Coleman, Island Brewery’s esteemed
head / consultant brewer, has created his don’t worry too much because this is not
the first time Quay Arts has featured
own interpretation of two old Mew’s
these gems, nor will it be the last.
classics, an Oatmeal Stout and a
Those who get about a bit will also have
tradition robust Amber Ale.

Island Brewery
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spotted the Island Brewery specials
brewed for the classic Steam Railway
festivals and the fantastic Highdown
beer festival weekend, held this year
from 24th to 26th September. Again,
don’t kick yourself too much if you
missed all of these treats, because they
will be back again, just keep an eye out
on the Wightwash website: Events
(wightwash.org.uk) for these and much,
much more.
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least 18 months! ‘What of our Chris?’ I
ask. ‘Any new developments?’ Steve
reflects for a moment, then responds.
‘Well he might have bought some new
batteries for his torch, if that is what
you mean? But, other than that, I think
we are all looking forward to getting
back to some normality, some routine
at work again, some sanity!’ I nod, in
agreement, not sure if there is anything
I could add to this ample summing up
of working people’s feelings, so we just
So, what of the brewery? ‘Well’, says
sit there nodding with each other for a
Steve Minshull, Island Brewery and
few moments. ‘Are you two ready for
Island Ales boss, “it looks like it is
another pint?’ Pete the chirpy landlord
returning, very much, to something like asks. ‘Two Wight Gold, please.’ We
business as normal. There are some
state simultaneously.
difficulties”, Steve continues, “with
getting certain supplies, due to
transport issues, but we are coping.”
John Nicholson
Steve says with a happy smile on his
BLO Island Brewery & IW Branch
face, one that I have not seen for at
Chairman
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Goddards Brewery

Although it’s business as usual, it’s
clear that there’s an air of excitement
as the new brewery at Branston takes
shape. New vessels are on their way
from China. These are much larger
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than the current tanks and will increase
capacity and flexibility.
A consignment of larch cladding from
Siberia will soon be arriving. This will
be scorched before being fixed to the
outside of the building.
The new building will feature a
brewery, a bottling plant, a shop, a
restaurant and a viewing gallery.
Installation will take place during
February and March with a view to an
Easter opening.
For a very impressive 3D artists
impression of the new building google
youtube Goddards Branstone.
For more details (and if you’ve got a
couple of hours to spare) have a look
at the IW Council’s website planning

Wightwash
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section.
In other Goddards news: Babs has
opened an international branch
from her home in Cyprus.

Anthony has just announced the
millionth bottle to be filled. It will
contain Ale of Wight. Look out for a
special top.

In a collaboration with Boojum and
Snark, Josh has been trying some test
brews at the Sandown craft brewery
with a view of creating a “modern
portfolio”.
MD Bob Simpson, who some will
remember from Ventnor Brewery, is
keen to point out what he calls
“Brewing and the Green Agenda”. This
could very well prove to be a regular

item. To be going on with, however:
Spent malt is used for farm feed and
hops for compost; the new “KeyKegs”
are designed to keep beer for
anything up to a year and will cut
down on waste. Plastic labels are to be
replaced with paper tape and
cardboard pulp will replace bubble
wrap.
But perhaps the scheme that will most
affect the ordinary beer drinker will be
the reintroduction of the Deposit
Return Scheme. The implementation,
which will see “money back on the
bottle”, is yet to be decided but we
may be able to see it over the border
soon. Scotland are considering
making it law.
This reminds me of Tony Hancock’s
comment that one of his neighbours
had that many empty bottles in his
back garden that it had doubled the
price of the property.
Tim Marshall
Goddards BLO
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Yates’ Brewery
Welcome back Ollie!
Ollie Davis has returned to Yates’
Brewery and taken over all the
brewing and general running of the
brewing which has enabled “Old
Man Yatesy” to take a step back
from the most hectic of duties, that
being said he’s ever ready to spring
into action when required.
It has been a very busy time and
keeping up with both the cask and bottle
trade has been very testing and has
stretched the brewery capacity to its
limits on several occasions but thanks
must be given to Goddards for the
brewing of Islander as and when extra

casks were needed. The bottle trade has
never been busier with supermarkets,
shops, pubs and restaurants really
showing their support by purchasing
such great volume, Thank you!
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NEW BEER ALERT!
Yates’ Brewery is proud to announce the
arrival of “Yates’ Plum Porter” at 5%, this
truly is a fantastic beer and something we
are all very excited about, it seems the public
and the pubs agree as the casks have been
flying out of the cold store, be sure to order
now to avoid disappointment.
Keep your eye out for it in a bottle in the
near future. (Member David Dines recently
reported a sighting in Joe’s Bar (now No.7),
Niton).
“Darkside of the Wight” production is now
also in full flow with more casks and bottles
being sold than ever before, it really is the
perfect time of year for a rich full bodied
dark ale.
The much loved “Santa’s
Ale” will soon be
available in cask, there
has already been great
interest with many casks
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already pre-sold. The
bottles have continued
to move at speed and
are available Island
wide.
“YULE BE SORRY”
The multi award
winning festive ale will
be making a much
awaited appearance this December with the
whole brew already pre-sold before it was
even in cask, this beer
is one not to be
missed.
Miss it and Yule Be
Sorry!!
The whole team at
Yates’ Brewery would
like to thank every one
of our customers new
and old.
Jeff Setchiari - Yates’ BLO
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Things have been eventful here in
Sandown. In September we hosted IW
CAMRA for a brilliant evening – thank
you for supporting us and in October we
held Brewed in the Bay beer festival in
lieu of Beer and Buses and we
showcased five of our beers on draught,
Beaver’s Bitter, British IPA, Bitter
Secret Pale Ale, Candy Lager and
Dubellman abbey style dubbel. It was
our busiest weekend of the year and we
got some great feedback from

P age Fourteen

customers. I finally managed to take my
brewing course, postponed from March
2020. A week in Manchester based at
Strange Times Brewing under the
tutelage of Dave Porter, brewer and
brewery engineer. He covered all aspects
of brewing and the first morning session
on malts from Crisp was very informative
giving me a lot of respect for those
amazing grains that give us our beer –
after all no malt, no beer! We brewed a
stout on day 3, practical hands on brew

The Red Lion
Freshwater
PO40 9BP

Welcome to The Red Lion
The award winning
traditional country pub.
Four Real Ales

Telephone us on 01983 754925
www.redlion-freshwater.co.uk
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day on a four barrel system, designed by
Dave. It was interesting talking to the
other students who ranged from home
brewers wanting to open a commercial
brewery to an hotelier with no
experience looking to install a brewery
and even a brewery that had no site, just
recipes and a contract brewer. Having
been through the experience of setting
up a brewery with no previous brewing
knowledge I could offer some advice,
but Dave has set up over 200 breweries
so had all the answers.
November saw a visit to Walthamstow in
NE London, for BrewCon based out of
Wild Card and Hackney Breweries.
Mainly a conference for home brewers,
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Me and Dave Porter
it gave us a good opportunity to expand
our knowledge on hops, malts and
equipment and also from the many talks
– especially brilliant was the one on
Kveik yeast (which we use in our Bitter

Wightwash
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Secret Pale Ale) given by Lars Marius
Garshol, author of Historical Brewing
Techniques. He has tracked yeasts
across Europe and the UK, looking at
yeast genetics and farmhouse brewing
techniques. Kveik is a type of yeast
common in Norway and is called a
super yeast or monster yeast (but don’t
be frightened!) This is why:
It can handle higher temperatures than
most yeasts, ferments between 30-40
degrees C
It has higher alcohol tolerance (13-16%)
than most yeast (8-10%).
It can be dried (that's unusual). It’s been
remarked that Kveik dried by
farmhouse brewers at home was in
many cases healthier after
rehydration than dried yeast from
multi-billion-dollar companies.
It can be frozen (also unusual).
It can probably handle higher sugar
concentrations than most yeasts.
It can be stored for longer than
most yeasts.
It ferments faster than other yeasts,
it can be done in 48 hours.
Lars found that farmhouse brewers
across Europe and UK typically brew
at higher temperatures (usually
body temperature) and for only
about two days, producing a beer
that is drinkable more quickly, so
using Kveik is a way to brew in a
more traditional style and really is
nothing to shy away from. We made
some great contacts with bigger
breweries and we are setting up
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some collaboration brews in the new
year. Finally we have Stoutmas beer
festival 17 -19th December, celebrating
dark beers, delicious stouts, porters,
black lager and dubbels.

Wightwash
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Wight Knuckle are in the process of expanding their
range of beers and are currently trialling a faux lager
and an oat stout, among other recipes such as a
honeycomb porter.
They have also opened an e-commerce site with
nationwide free delivery.
However, the
bigger news is that Wight Knuckle will be
taking over the Pilot Boat Inn restaurant
in the next two months to create a
pizzeria and taproom.
For more details check out the Wight
Knuckle website

www.wightknucklebrewery.com/

Wightwash
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Island Distillery
At the beginning of the year, Isle of
Wight Distillery team worked with
talented local artist Sienna Anderson to
refresh The Mermaid Bar, known to
many locals and tourists as the Wishing
Well. Guests are invited to relax, watch
the stills in action, sample their range
of island-inspired spirits and enjoy a
Mermaid & Tonic on the terrace,
The team have created a simple but
delicious menu of light bites, main
meals and desserts (with carefully
selected ingredients, many of which are
sourced locally), all complemented by a
fantastic selection of cocktails created
by their new resident mixologists.
The team have also been working
closely with their partners, the
Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife

Trust, and have committed to support
the restoration and protection of the
Solent’s internationally important
seagrass meadows.
As part of the ‘#WilderSolent’ initiative
run by Hampshire & Isle of Wight
Wildlife Trust (HIWWT), the Distillery
team are now ‘marine champions’,
monitoring and protecting the
meadows in the Solent.
Visit the distillery to check out the new
mural, which is part of HIWWT’s
#WilderWight campaign.
In other exciting news, Mermaid was
featured on the back bar of the new
James Bond film, No Time to Die. To
celebrate, the Mermaid Bar offers their
twist on the 007 favourite, the Vesper
Martini. In keeping with Bond’s style,
this classic cocktail is offered shaken,
not stirred!

NITON
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Niton and Whitwell

Start: Free public car park by Niton Library. Alternative car parking in Allotment
Road. Join the walk at either car park.
Description: A walk of about 4 miles over downs and through woodland.
Access information: Mainly open tracks, several stiles, one long hill. Some uneven
paths. At certain times of the year it can be wet and muddy in some areas.
Refreshment: The White Horse, Bar No 7 (Joes Bar) and the White Lion
Route: From the car park (1) turn right along Star Inn Road. Turn left towards
the church and turn right into Pan Lane (2).
Continue uphill along the lane, pass the cottages, which becomes a track and
then a stony footpath. The path continues between hedges and the “pepperpot”
can be glimpsed on the left hilltop. At a path crossing, go left and then
immediately right over a stile (3). Here there are panoramic views across the
island. After 10 yds, go right over another stile.
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Descend on the path across Head Down and cross two adjacent stiles (4). A
well-defined narrow path rises through scrub and trees before descending
through woodland. The path leaves the wood by and crosses a field to reach a
stile by a gate (5).
The path joins the main road. Turn right and carefully walk up the hill. Cross
the road where it says “Downs View”. Join the footpath N108, DO NOT go
down N107 which is on the left.
Go down a grassy path between two wire fences. Cross a stile by a metal gate
and continue towards the copse. Towards the bottom, the path joins a farm
track. Bear right, go through the gateway and immediately turn left and follow
the path down the hill to a stile. Cross the stile and follow the path past a
house and garden on the right.
Once past the house, there is a junction of paths (6). Turn left. Cross a small
bridge, enter an open field and walk along the right side of the field.
Continue on this path until you come to a bridge on your right. Cross the

A WIDE RANGE OF REAL ALES
including a regular selection from micro breweries

All food home cooked and fresh!
Dog friendly - Families Welcome - Large Garden

Woodfired Pizzas

(from 6pm)

High Street, Niton PO38 2AZ
01983 730280
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bridge and turn left. Immediately after the entrance to a yard, turn right (7) and
continue up a lane with trees on the left and a wire fence on your right. Follow
this path until you get to a kissing gate.
Turn left into Bannock Road. Follow Bannock Road until it joins the main road
(8). Turn right and walk up the hill until you get to the delightful White Horse.
On leaving the pub turn right and continue up the hill. Turn right into Kemming
Road (9). Turn left after passing the church onto NT17 footpath and follow this
as it gently rises to a path junction (9). Turn right onto NT18 (Ashknowle Lane)
and follow this along the edge of woodland, passing a cemetery.
At Mayflower Cottage, follow the path right. This path becomes a track by
houses, bearing right, and eventually turns right to reach a main road (10).
Turn left along Rectory Road to reach a road junction by a shop. A left turn will
take you to one of two excellent hostilities, No.7 (formerly Joe’s Bar) and the
White Lion.

WHITE LION

Welcome to our independently owned FREEHOUSE. We offer a fantastic menu
serving fresh local produce along with a great selection of real ales.
Enjoy the best of gastro style food in our family and dog friendly village pub.
Hope to see you soon!

High Street, Niton. PO38 2AT | 01983 719402
whitelioniow.co.uk
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It’s been great to see our pubs reopen.
Here’s a message from Jay Chapman, landlord of Ye Old
Village Inn, Bembridge:
To Locals & Travellers alike.
We thank you all. You have saved your local
pub. After the pandemic, structural failure
and the flood, it’s been great to see the front
door now firmly open and to see everyone
finding their new spot.
There’s lots of quirky rooms to explore and enjoy:
- snug room, buffet lounge, sports bar, captain’s
table, taproom, signature lounge - there’s a room
for everyone.
The pub has always been the small quirky
heart of the village for over 234 years.
Look out for the Monday Night
Quiz, crib on a Wednesday for
beginners and experts alike,
Thursday the darts team have
found their inside spot, while others new to
the game can enjoy a few beers and a
laugh with fun darts, Friday dancing
with DJ Kath-Tan, Saturday
Sport, Sunday lunch and craft & traditional ales
served from all over the UK from cask to glass.
Straight from the barrel as God intended.
Ye Old Village Inn has been upgraded again. Big
shout out to White Rose Flower Co.
A massive thank you all again. You have saved your
local!
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The Real Price of a Pint
How many times have we heard “I can remember when beer was only sixpence a pint”
or similar? Only to be countered with “Yes, but we only got paid £2 a week” or similar.
I have been looking at a comparison between the cost of a pint and the wages at the
time.
I concluded that the best way to do that was to calculate how many minutes someone
would have to work to earn enough money to buy a pint.
All figures have been rounded up or down.
Researching the figures wasn’t easy and I am more than willing to accept alternative
figures if a more accurate source can be found.
The results show an interesting insight into social history. The massive jump in 1930
and 1940 reflects the Great Depression (1929 – 1939) following the Wall Street Crash.
This meant the poor average worker had to toil away for the best part of an hour to
earn enough to buy a pint.
Less spectacularly, the effect of inflation (and decimalisation) during the 70s, meant the
average price of a pint went from £2/10d (14p) to 50p within a decade.
On a local note, according to the Office for National Statistics, currently the average
hourly wage on the Isle of Wight is £13.36 i.e. approx. 22p a minute. The average cost
of a pint of beer is £3.80. This equates to a pint every 18 minutes – local licensees
please note!

Two Great Ventnor pubs!
The Traditional British Lounge and Wine Bar

Surround yourself with nostalgia and
enjoy our fine home cooked food.
We stock an excellent range of Wines,
Beers, Lagers, Ciders and
Non-Alcoholic drinks. Guest Bottled
Ales and Organic Ciders.
46 High Street. Tel: 01983 857446
www.perksofventnor.com

and the little gem!

No chips, children or fruit machines.
Just good ale and conversation.
Opening Soon!
30 Victoria Street. 01983 852537
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YEAR

AVERAGE WAGE PER
MINUTE IN NEW PENCE
(WEEKLY ÷ HOURS ÷ 60)

PRICE OF A PINT
IN NEW PENCE
(d ÷ 2.4 = p)

MINUTES WORKED
TO EARN A PINT
(PRICE ÷ P per min)

1900

130p ÷ 55 ÷ 60 = 0.04

2d ÷ 2.4 = 0.83

21 minutes

1910

200p ÷ 50 ÷ 60 = 0.07

3d ÷ 2.4 = 1.25

18 minutes

1920

500p ÷ 48 ÷ 60 = 0.17

4d ÷ 2.4 = 1.67

10 minutes

1930

155p ÷ 50 ÷ 60 = 0.05

6d ÷ 2.4 = 2.5

50 minutes

1940

200p ÷ 48 ÷ 60 = 0.07

9d ÷ 2.4 = 3.75

53 minutes

1950

700p ÷ 46 ÷ 60 = 0.25

10d ÷ 2.4 = 4.1p

17 minutes

1960

1370 ÷ 44 ÷ 60 = 0.52

17d ÷ 2.4 = 7p

7 minutes

1970

2610 ÷ 42 ÷ 60 = 1.04

34d = 14p

7 minutes

1980

11120 ÷ 40 ÷ 60 = 4.6

50p

11 minutes

1990

26300 ÷ 40 ÷ 60 = 11

110p

10 minutes

2000

35900 ÷ 40 ÷ 60 = 15

170p

11 minutes

2010

44000 ÷ 37 ÷ 60 = 20

260p

13 minutes

2020

58500 ÷ 33 ÷ 60 = 30

380p

13 minutes

2021
Isle of
Wight

22

380p

18 minutes
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The Fountain, Cowes
There is a new team at the Fountain Hotel
in Cowes. Nicola and Andrew Stretton
arrived on the Island to take over the
Fountain at the end of July 2019. This was
their first ever visit to the Island and could
be their forever base having travelled the
country from Lancashire to Portsmouth and
Reading to Dorset.
They joined Greene King by accident having
worked for a company taken over by the
group fifteen years previously. They have
never regretted the move and have had the
opportunity to join many underperforming
pubs to leave in a better state and move on to another challenge.
Their favourite before arriving in Cowes was the Swan at Ash Vale on the Basingstoke Canal, a
short walk from the Ash Ranges, familiar with
all soldiers based in Aldershot.
There they had three regular and three guest
ales. Andrew is a devotee of the bar trade;
clean cellar, clean pipes, (GK replacing all beer
pipes end of October), reliable trained staff.
Andrew is also keen to support the local
breweries making sure that that there is
something different in addition to the
standard Greene King Abbot and IPA but
extending the range to attract more of the
local trade to become a local’s pub is his ideal.
It is Nicola who is the General Manager,
making the major decisions and running the
accommodation side with Andrew in charge
of the bar and cellar. There is great local
support with sponsorship of the Isle of Wight
Rugby Team and Andrew has joined the local
RNLI team. There is music now on a Friday
and Saturday night and card carrying CAMRA
members are offered the 10% discount on
drinks and they are certainly dog friendly.
Ken Matthews
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to Aldridge, Rushall and Walsall (continued from last issue)
We pick up the journey as Paul and his mates leave the Victoria,
Walsall...
Next up was the Lyndon House Hotel, about 300 yards up the hill.
Passing Flan O’Briens, the Borough Arms as was, we met the Lord
Mayor who guided us to the Hotel. A large open plan room is gained
when walking through the front door, it has a central bar but does
have one smaller room to the left of the main bar and another
lounge/diner to the right. Into the pub walked the six hundred. Well,
the five anyway. Surrounding the bar is an open “waiting to be served
area” with lots of wooden tables and chairs towards the edge of the
room. Not necessarily a pub I would have as a local but definitely one
to call into to see what beers are on.
Beers here were Bathams Best Bitter (4.3), Burton Bridge
Stairway to Heaven (5.0) and XL Mild (4.0), Greene King
Abbot (5.0), Holden’s Golden Glow (4.4) and Theakston Best
Bitter (3.8). Oh and Caledonian Deuchers IPA (3.8).
The Hotel is built from brick and close by is a Blue Plaque
commemorating that John Ashworth Crabtree founded his
switchgear business hereabouts.
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A short walk around the back of the Lyndon took us to the Black
Country Ale House. It sits on the edge of a shopping and market area
opposite the closed Highgate Brewery Stores which in a former life
included the Market Tavern. The closed Brewery is a short distance away
and another Brewery history fact will be along shortly. Returning to the
BCA, it is a large, multi-roomed, multi floored pub which requires some
knowledge of navigation to get around. However, having found the bar,
it is worth the trip. There are a large number of handpulls dispensing a
wide range of home and away beers.
So many, in fact, that I couldn’t list them all so a photo was taken. Much
easier.
Along with all the beers were three ciders and one Craft Beer. Rant time again I’m afraid…
Vocation Pride and Joy, 5.3% at £5.20 a pint? There must be some born every minute
especially as Thistly Cross Jaggy Thistle cider at 7.4% was only £4.00 a pint. Never having
knowingly drunk a craft beer, while the marketing guys persuade folk to part with serious
money for something called “craft” (which I have still never seen defined anywhere) I’ll stick to
my nice brown, copper or red beer, tasting of a balance of hops and malt at a more sensible
price. Yes, I’m an old traditionalist, but tradition lasts; to paraphrase, climate is permanent,
weather is temporary, class is permanent, form is temporary. Insert “proper beer” and “craft”
in that paraphrase and Robert’s your Mother’s Brother. Another rant over.
Inside the pub there is a large Mitchells & Butlers Green Dragon sign. Perhaps the pub was
once called the Green Dragon? I know another pub that used to be called the Green Dragon,
this one in Piddletrenthide in Dorset. There are about thirteen Piddles and Puddles in Dorset
though at one time all were Piddles, the word being old English for a clear stream. When
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We welcome you to the Waterfront
where you can come and enjoy the
magical location of Totland Bay in the
west of the Isle of Wight.
Experience some of the finest sunsets in
Europe over a drink, or our freshly
prepared delicious Mediterranean cuisine
The Waterfront, Totland Beach, Totland Bay, Isle of Wight PO39 0BQ Tei: 01983 756969
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Queen Victoria made a progress through Dorset the local
worthies deemed it inappropriate for Her Majesty to see such
names and those Piddles she was to pass through were
renamed Puddles. The moral of this particular story is that the
Green Dragon in Piddletrenthide was renamed the Piddle Inn
during the 1980s and the River Piddle flows right past the
pub.
Brewery history fact. Phil, knowing my interest in such
matters, directed me outside and around the corner from the
BCA to a ghost sign on a wall proclaiming Harpers of Bilston
Noted Ales and Stout. Possibly, the building was a house
formerly owned by RA Harper Ltd’s Hall Park Brewery.
Registered in 1916, it had a relatively short life being taken
over by the Eley Brewery of Staffordshire in 1924. Brewing
ceased in 1928. Eley’s Green Brewery was operated until 1878
by one John Bishop, but the Eley name was registered in
1899 as Eley’s Stafford Brewery to bring together the businesses of Eley, Tatham &
Nesbitt with that of Humby & Baillie of Stafford. W Butler & Co took over the whole
shebang in 1928 and was closed. William Butler & Co Ltd, of Wolverhampton itself was
swallowed up by Mitchells & Butlers in 1960, along with 830 pubs, the brewery being
closed in 1991. Humby & Baillie could trace its roots back to Devizes, in Wiltshire, when JF
and HS Humby’s Southbroom Brewery bought Sladen & Dixon’s Stafford Brewery in 1890
with its 25 pubs. Mr Baillie joined the Company on the death of HS Humby in 1894,

the

Highdown Inn

We are open all over Christmas!
Bed & Breakfast, Local Seafood & Game Restaurant and Country Family Pub

Dog Friendly, Family Friendly, Walker Friendly “Muddy boots welcome!”

A Great Range of Real Ales!
Highdown Lane, Totland, Isle of Wight, PO39 0HY
Telephone: 01983 752450

www.highdowninn.co.uk
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merging with Eley, Tatham & Nesbit
in 1899, as described previously.
And we thought that brewery
takeovers and mergers were a
1950s/60s thing!
It was now close to early evening
and so we made our final visit of the
day to the St Matthew’s Hall, a
‘Spoons pub a little further down
the hill. Passing the site of the
Imperial, a closed ‘Spoons on the
way, the St Matthew’s Hall is a
The Tower Brewery at
largish multi roomed, multi floored
the Victoria, Walsall
pub with all the usual attributes of
the chain of Tim’s Taverns. Beers
here were Wold Gold, Yeovil Ruby,
Greene King Abbot, Greene King
Morland Ruddles Best and Sharp’s Doombar, all seen previously in a Tim’s Tavern earlier in
the day, together with Burton Bridge Invictas Gold Medal Ale (4.5) Wolf Granny Wouldn’t
Like It (4.8), Lymestone Ein Stein (5.0) and a Dutch beer, Uiltje Mr Feathers apparently
brewed at Adnams Brewery(4.9).
The pub has two entrances, we taking the rear one and passing through a small area with
several tables and chairs, up a small flight of steps to the bar on the left-hand side which
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had the selection of beers listed above. Nothing to write home about in terms of pub
character but, as always, worth popping into.
And so, the day came to an end with a short walk to Walsall Station and a 323 home to
Redditch. Thanks to all participants who made the day a jolly good do. Highlight for me
was the Manor Arms while the Victoria was another one, but in a very different way.
Good bits of brewery history, pub signs, bus
and train rides, good company – what’s not to
like?
Here’s to the next time.
Brewery History information sources include
T’interweb, personal vocal interaction with
pub staff and especially “Century of British
Brewers plus plus” by the late Norman Barber,
published by the Brewery History Society ISBN
1 873966 19 9, £17.95,
www.breweryhistorysociety.com.

Paul Hathaway
Paul Hathaway joined CAMRA in 1976 and became Chairman of the West Dorset branch before
moving to the Hebridean island of Islay to establish Islay Ales. Paul now works at the Lochindall
Hotel in Port Charlotte.

Pete and Sam Booth look forward to welcoming you to

Home cooked food and real ale

85, Pallance Road
Northwood
PO31 8LS
Tel: (01983) 298024
tjoynorthwood@outlook.com
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Isle of Wight CAMRA lost two good friends recently:
Bill Ackroyd and John Hannam
Bill Ackroyd, chairman of the Isle of Wight
Bus Museum
Bill was very instrumental in setting up Beer
and Buses.
This was an ideal event for Bill as he was
equally interested in Buses and Real Ale.
The photo was taken at the launch of the
2018 event - Happy Days!

John Hannam - Broadcaster and Journalist
Much has been written about John’s incredible career
interviewing dozens, if not hundreds of celebrities.
John’s inquisitive nature led him to an interest in
CAMRA despite the fact that he was teatotal. He came
to the rescue when we decided that there had to be a
definitive time and date for the announcement of our
Pub and Beer of the Year winners and for many years
the announcement was made on his long-running
“John Hannam Meets”.
John also enjoyed
presenting the awards.
The photo shows John
at the 2017 Awards at
the Anchor, Cowes

The bus museum at Ryde has now closed for the Winter break and will
re-open on Good Friday next year, April 15th 2022.
Please continue to visit our website, www.iwbusmuseum.org.uk for details
of forthcoming events, plus visit our online shop showing a small selection
of books available for your Christmas Shopping stocking filler.

Wightwash Prize
Quiz
Page Thirty Page
One Thirty Five
Wightwash
Prize
Quiz
Win a £20 Meal Voucher for the Wight Mouse Inn
or a case of Yates’ Ales
Just answer these easy questions. The first two correct answers out of the hat on
1st February win the prizes.
Send answers to - The Editor, Wightwash, Oakdene, Rookley, Ventnor, PO38 3NH
or email - editor@wightwash.org.uk

1/ Which famous photographer lived in Dimbola Lodge?
2/ Which fictional prison featured in Porridge?
3/ Which football team plays at Stamford Bridge?
4/ Which UK brewery makes Old Tom?
5/ Which former Governor General of Canada wrote the 39 Steps?
6/ In which section of the orchestra is the piano?
7/ The Strait of Gibraltar separates the Iberian Peninsula from which African country?
8/ Which oath is taken by doctors?
9/ and 10/ Identify these tv presenters?

9

10

9
9

10
10

Answers to the Winter Quiz
1/ John Milne
2/ Grand Old Party
3/ Ronnie Barker
4/ Juniper
5/ Mexico
6/ Murder
7/ My Fair Lady
8/ Goat
9/ Peugeot
10/ Guinness
Gary Langridge of Wootton wins a meal
voucher and Pete Gowers of Ryde wins a
case of Yates’ beer.
Thank you to all the others who took part
- better luck next time!

Diary Dates
4,5,11,12,18,19,22-24 December

Santa Specials

IOW Steam Railway

Saturday 4th December

Christmas Craft Fair

17th - 19th December

Stoutmas Boojum and Snark Brewery, Sandown

Saturday 18th December
Sunday 26th December
Saturday 1st January

Portland Inn, Gurnard

Christmas Carvery

IOW Steam Railway

Boxing Day Specials

IOW Steam Railway

New Year’s Day Specials

IOW Steam Railway

Friday 28th January Isle of Wight CAMRA AGM Travellers Joy, Northwood

Dinglers Farm, Yarmouth Road, Shalfleet,
Isle of Wight, PO30 4LZ
01983 821 731

The views expressed in Wightwash are not necessarily those of the
editor or CAMRA (the Campaign for Real Ale) either nationally or locally.
Wightwash can be contacted by phone 721557 or email editor@wightwash.org.uk

